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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING,

VOLUME 4.

EOT
NUMBER 236

DECEMBER 4, 1906.

The Great Fire Sale Starts Tomorrow Morning at 8 O'clock." "PRICE & CO.
PRESIDENTS'
MESSAGE
READ

TO-DA-

IN BOTH
OF CONGRESS.

HOUSES

COVERS MANY SUBJECTS

The Cuban SitThe Race Problem.
Regulation and Control of
uation.
Income and InheriCorporations.
Recommenda
tance Tax Indorsed.
tions Concerning Army and
Affairs, Etc. Etc.
Navy.-Insula- r

Washington, D. C, Dec. 4. The
reading of the President's message
took up the greater part of the proceedings today in both houses of
congress. The message, in part, was
as follows :

-

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE.
To the Senate and House of Representatives:
As a nation we still continue to
a literally unprecedented prosperity; and it is probable that only
reckless speculation and disregard of
legitimate (business methods on the
part of the business world can materially mar this prosperity.
No congress in our time has done
more good work of importance than
the present Congress. ' There were
at
several matters left unfinished
eyour last session, however, which I
most earnestly hope you will complete .before your adjournment.
Corporation Campaign Contributions.
I again recommend a law prohibiting all corporations from contribut- ing to tie campaign expenses of any
,
party. Such a bill has already past
one House of Congress. Let individuals contribute as they desire; but
let ns "prohibit in effective fashion
all corporations from making contributions for any political purpose, directly, or Indirectly.
Government's Right of Appeal in
Criminal Cases.
Another Bill which has Just past
one house of Congress and which it
la urgently necessary should be enacted into law is that confering upon
the Government the right of appeal
in criminal cases on Questions of law.
This right exists in many States; it
exists in the District of Columbia by
act of Congress. - It is of course not
proposed that in any case a verdict
for the defendant on the merits
should be set aside.
It Is well to recollect that the real
efficiency of the law often depends
not upon the passage of acts as to
which there Is great pufbJlc excite
ment, but upon the passage of acts
of this nature as to . which there Is
not much public excitement, because
there Is little public understanding
of their Importance, while the Interested parties are keenly alive to the
desirability of defeating them. The
Importance of enacting into law the
particular bill In question Is further
increased by the fact that the Govern
ment has now definitely begun a policy of resorting to the criminal law
, in those trust and Interstate commerce oases where such a course offers a reasonable chance of success.
At first, as was proper, every effort
was made to enforce these laws by
civil proceedings; but it has become
Increasingly evident that the action
of the Government In finally deciding. In certain cases, to undertake
criminal ' proceedings was Justifiable;
and tho there have been some conspicuous failures in these cases, we
have had many successes, which have
undoubtedly had a deterrent effect
upon
whether the penalty
inflicted was in the shape of fine or
imprisonment and penalties of both
kinds have already been "inflicted by
the courts. ? Of course, where the
Judge can see his way toxitiSct the
penalty of imprisonment the deterrent
en-Jo- y

effect of the punishment on other
offenders Is Increased; but sufficient
ly heavy fines accomplish much.
Setting Aside of Judgments and
Granting of New Trials.
In connection withv this matter, I
would like to call attention to the
very unsatisfactory state of our crim
inal law, resulting in large part from
the habit of setting aside the judgments of inferior courts on technical
ities absolutely unconnected with the
merits of the case, and where there
is no attempt to show that there has
been any failure of substantial Justice
It would be well to enact a law provid
ing something to the effect that:
No judgment shall be set aside or
new trial granted in any cause, civil
or criminal, on the ground of misdirec
tion of. the Jury or the Improper ad'
mission or rejection of evidence, or
for error as to any matter of plead
ing or procedure unless, in the opin
ion of the court to which tke applica
tion is made, after an examination of
the entire cause, it shall affirmatively
appear that the error complained of
has resulted in a miscarriage of justice.
Injunctions.
In my last message I suggested
the enactment of a law in connection
with the issuance of injunctions, at
tention having been sharply drawn to
the matter by the demand that the
right of applying injunctions in labor
cases should be wholly albolished. It
is at least doubtful whether a law
abolishing altogether the use of in
junctions in such cases would stand
the test of the courts; in which case
of course the legislation would be InMoreover, I believe It
effective.
would be wrong altogether to prohibit the use of Injunctions. It Is criminal to permit sympathy for crimi
nals to weaken our hands In upholding the law; and If men seek to destroy life or property by mob violence
there should be no impairment of the
power of the courts to deal with them
in the most summary and effective
way possible. But so far as possible
(Continued In Supplement.)
Wool Market Strong.
Boston, Mass., Dec. 4. The wool
market is strong, the feature being
a scarcity of desirable wools.

Sheriff K. S.

Woodruff

returned

last night from a business trip to
points north.

Xmas
Goods
Arriving

DAMON

be taken into consideration before
The Play Most Successfully Given sentence is passed: on
the weather
by Home Talent Last Night.
man.
The play of Damon and Pythias
was most successfully rendered .last
Dan Welch Killed in Montana.
night before a large and appreciative
Dan
Welch, for many years a cataudience by a home talent company
county and well
under the auspices of the local lodge tleman in Eddy
Knights of Pythias. Every reserved known here, was killed November
seat in the house was occupied, and 20 at Browning, Montana, by having
the liberal applause given during the his horse fall on dim while at work.
play attested the satisfaction of the He left the valley three or four
years ago. His parents and other
audience.
This play is founded on the histor relatives live at Carlsbad.
ic story of the friendship of Damon
Two Precincts Consolidated.
and Pythias in the ancient city of
The .County Commissioners .met
Syracuse, Pythias freely placing his
life In danger and sacrificing his all today for the purpose of letting the
through love for Damon. The part contract for the new Pecos bridge
of Damon was taken by Lawrence at Dexter. There are ten or twelve
McCarty, Aubrey Smith representing construction companies bidding and
Pythias. Mr. McCarty is an actor of looking on. The matter of letting
reputation in the Sjtates, and both the contract may not be settled before tomorrow. The Commissioners
he, and his wife, who portrayed
showed their ability as finish- today consolidated Precincts No. 1
ed artists onthe stage. As Pythias, and No. 2 for constable and justice
Aubrey Smith played with fire and of the peace purposes.
The two precincts will continue to
vim and well acted the soldier friend
separate for other voting purposes
be
of Damon.
--

Her-mlo-

W. Q. Fawcett, as Dyonysius; Hen
ry Swartz, as Lucullus; C. A.
as Phlllistius; E. W. Mitchell,
Procles; Mrs. Cora Mathews Smith,
as Calanthe; Mrs. J. B. Mathews, as
Arria, and Little Paulene McCarty,
as Orion, all did remarkably well,
and demonstrated that they had real
talent as actors. As Dtonysius, Mr.
Fawcett is entitled to especial men
tion.
This play will be rendered again
tonight at Pilant's Hall, and all who
have not heard it will do well to
attend. The cast of characters is as

Em-met- t,

follows:
Damon,

a Senator, Lawrence Mc
Carty.
Pythias, a Soldier of Fortune, Aub
rey Smith.
Dionysius, the Tyrant King, W.
Q. Fawcett.
Phillistus, President of the Senate,
C. A. Emmett.
Damocles, a Nobleman, E. W. Mit
chell.
Procles, Captain of the Guard,
Geo. Foreman.
Calanthe, Bride of Pythias, Mrs.
Cora Mathews Smith.
Hermion, Wife of Damon, Mrs.
Zeara McCarty.
Arria, Mother of Calanthe, Mrs. J.
B. Mathews.
Orion, Damon's Child, Little Paul
ene McCarty.
Headsman to the King, E. T. Am- onett.
First Senator on the Right, J. D.

New. Program at the Majestic
nfght. Ten cents.
O

has been consolidated with Precinct
No. 2 for justice office.
The Record is authorized to an
nounce the candidacy of Walter L.
Ray for the office of Constable of
the newly consolidated Precinct No.
1, subject to the will of the voters
of said precinct.
o

The Shelby Hotel will serve chick
en dinner tomorrow.
tl
Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Sofield left this
morning for their home in New
York City, after spending ten days
in Roswell and the Pecos Valley.

Attorney General W. C. Reid ar
rived last night from Santa Fe on
business.
The Shelby Hotel will serve chick
en dinner tomorrow.
tl
o

-

..

Marriage license was granted to
day to Alma Miller, aged 20, of
Chaves county, and Dink Arthur, aged 21, of Otero county.
District court was occupied today
with a continuation of the trial of
the case of W. L. Foster vs. Wm.
Newman, an appeal from the justice
court.

The funeral of the late Allie Dor- was held this afternoon at 1:30
rls
BelL
from
the Ullery undertaking, parlors
Second Senator, on the Left; An
T i
nr..
i
tti e t. street,
un ruiu
iwsv. iivuu
drew Johnson.
of the First M. E. Church, officiating.
Third Senator, on the Right, Gil Interment was made in the South
Side Cemetery.
Amis.
Fourth Senator, on .the Left, A. C.
New Program at ' the Majestic to
.
Kling.
night. Ten cents.
First Senator, on the Left, Jack
Father Herbert returned this mor
Thornton..
ning
from a trip to Texas points.
Soldiers of the King.
Ajax, the Mighty, Carroll Smith.
Kenneth Keebler came up from
Petnes, the Bowman, Fred Meeks. Carlsbad this morning.
o
Maxillous, ,of the Spear, Kenney
Miss Opal Bell returned to Acme
Dunn.
this morning.
Ach. Kelius , the Axman, . James
Hamilton.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Longacre
Mutellus, the Archer, Geo. Buffum returned to Texlco this morning,
Samandre. of the Sword, Charles after filing on land.
Whlteman.
Mrs. Ella Willis and little daugh
Alexius, of the Lance, Verdi Croft. ter, Lucile, arrived last night from
Little Miss . Gertrude Joyner deliv West, Texas, to spend the winter
ered the prologue, and 'Mrs. Fred with her brother, W. W. Thompson,
of the Record force.
Hunt had charge of the music.
FOR RENT.
Two splendid rooms.
New Program at the Majestic to
900 Kansas ave.
night. Ten centa...
The Shelby Hotel will serve chick
WATER RUNNING INTO
en dinner tomorrow.'
tl
THE ; HONDO RESERVOIR.
D. L. ..Meyers, traffic manager of
A 'phone message from the Hondo
P, V.-N. E. railroad. Is here
the.
reservoir brings the good, news that
on
business.
a stream ofwater 88 feet wide and
six Inches deep is running into the New Program at the Majestic to
big receptacle. This is "one good re night. Ten cents..
7
T- -

,

We have received and will

car of our Xmas
Goods Monday other cars on
the way. Our line is especialunload one

ly strong on Artistic and Mission Designs and Pine Leather
Piece In all the new colors. We

are preparing to do Xmas business regardless of the bad
weather and will offer special
prices on our entire line from
now until Xmas.

evil-doers,

-

&

-

THE LEADERS.

tc--

ANNOUNCEMNTS.
The Record is authorized to an- ounce the candidacy of J. B. Bailey
to the office of justice
for
of the peace subject to the will of
th voters of Precinct No. 1, which

jviu-iiay-

'

amount to absolute and permanent
removal from office with the speedy
The crime appointment .of a new chief at the
of the department. Among the
for which J. G. Rawlins and Alfred head
men under consideration ' for Ithte
Moore, negroes are to be executed place are two army officers.
here today, and the prolonged litiga
Revolutionist Reaches America.
tion which followed up to save them
Francisco, Cal., Dec 4. Gersh-inSan
from the gallows has been "aliiiost
a Russian political exile to Si-without precedent in the criminal oeria, arrived iiere oil iau
history of Georgia. The killing of China yesterday. He escaped,uuier
from
Willie and Carrie Carter on the Akataj prison in , Siberia, concealed
night of July 12, 1905, was regarded in a barrel of. sauer kraut. Gershunl
was one "of the organizers of the
as particularly
fighting organization of the
Leading up to this crime was a revolutionary party; He wasRussian
exiled
feud between J. G. Rawlins, former- in May, 1903, and in 'March, 1904 was
ly a Baptist minister, and W. L. Car- sentenced to be hanged. As he never
ter, a Methodist minister, which or- assisted personally In killing anyiginated in Coffey county, Georgia, body, his sentence was commuted to
life imprisonment.
and which was .renewed when the
o- two men found themselves occupants
SPANISH "POPULACE EXCITof adjoining farms in Lowndes coun
ED OVER NEW MINISTRY.
ty. On the night of July 12, a distur
Madrid, Dec. 4. King Alfonso has
bance outside of Carter's home bro't approved the new ministry under,
Armi-joWillie Carter into the yard to inves- the premiership of Marquis de
Weyler re
in
which
General
tigate. Immediately a shot rang out sumes his old post as
minister of
and he fell mortally wounded. His war.
sister Carrie ran to his side, and two
The populace of Madrid is . greatly
shots brought instant death to her. excited over the cabinet crisis. Anti
The elder Carter opening the door clerical manifestations continued all
night and the police were compelled
saw the attack being made on his to charge
the crowds, many persons
home. He barricaded the house, fear being
injured, among them the
ing even to go to the aid of his chil- Grand Vicar Bishop of Madrid, who
dren. Later Willie Carter dragged was hit by a stone. About two thou
himself to the door and was taken sand women of the aristocracy,
headed by the Duchess S. de Balien,
in. He died a few hours later. The
have petitioned the king against low
body of the little girl remained in associations.
the yard until daylight. During the
night occasional shots were heard,
Would Discharge All Negroes.
Washington, Dec. 4. Representa
adding terror to the besieged home.
The crime appeared to be fastened tive Slayden, of Texas, today intro
on J. G. Rawlins, his sons Jesse, Mil duced a bill which provides that on
or before the 3th day of June, 1907,
ton and Leonard and the negro Alf all enlisted men in the army who
Moore. The five were arrested, and are negroes, or of negro descent,
the negro confessed, saying that the shall be discharged from the service
elder Rawlins had hired him to kill of the United States, and thereafter
no negro or person of negro descent
tSie entire Carter
family, and sent shall be
enlisted or appointed in the
his three sons to assist in the job. army of the United States.
The negro said that Rawlins told
o
Big Fire at .San Francisco,
him to kill Carterand wife, and as
the children ran out of the house to which broke out at midnight on
Front street, spread rapidly and deskill Jiiem. According to the confes- troyed
a number of buildings in the
sion, neither the negro nor Leonard block facing Market street. The damRawlins fixed a shot, but the bloody age estimated at $100,000.
o
work was done by Jesse and Milton.
Wyatt
Johnson
Stark trees.
for
It appeared that J. G. Rawlins had
35t26
not been at the scene of the murder,
but certain remarks made by him
For Stark trees, see Wyatt John35t26
implicated- - him as having guilty son.
knowledge of the crime.
A light spring wagon,
WANTED.
The result of the trial which fol36t4
with shafts, "M," Record.
lowed speedily was the conviction
of J. G. Rawlins, his three sons and
J. S. Lenox left last night for the
Alf Moore. All received the death San Andreas mountains, on a trip to
sentence, excepting Leonard, for the property of the Old Governor'3
Coper Mining and Milling Co.
Whom the jury recommended clemo
ency, and his sentence was life imMrs. Sallie Roberts, who has been
prisonment. The governor declined here since Thanksgiving, and her
yesterday to interfere, and Attorney son, John E. Roberts, who was here
Cooper confessed that the limit of one day visiting W. P. Chisum and
family, left last night for their home
his resources had been reached. Five
in Artesia.
times has the date of execution been
set for the father and three times
Miss Sue Jenkins leaves tomorrow
for the sons. The fate of Jesse and morning for her home in Owensboro,
Milton Rawlins remains to be set- Ky. She came here in September for
to remain
tled. Next Friday has been set for her health and expected
all winter, but is so greatly improved
their execution, but a petition for she feels justified in leaving now.
commutation of the death sentence
to life imprisonment will be heard New Program at the Majestic toby the prison commission . next night. Ten cents.
Thursday.
Elmo Rainbolt returned last night
from a trip to Amarillo.

sult of the rainy weather that should TWO NEGROES PAY THE

AND PYTHIAS..

EXTREME
Valdosta, Ga., Dec. 4.

PENALTY.

i,

cold-bloode-

.

.

-

A

UNIQUE

No Party

ELECTION.

Designations
the Ballot.

Major P. Morton, of the Salvation
Appear on Army left last night for his home in

Newport, R. I., Dec. 4. A unique
election, the first under the city's
new charter, and in which no party
detgnations. appear on the ballot,
is being held here today. By eliminating party names on the ballots it Is
hoped to do away with partisan politics. Nevertheless it is said that the
Republicans will unite for the present mayor, Robert C. Cottrell.
o

CHIEF OF POLICE TO BE
REMOVED

FROM OFFICE.

San Francisco, Cal., Dec 4. The
Chronicle today says: "Chief of Police Jeremiah Dinan Is slated for
removal from office by the board of
police commissioners at their meeting tonight, and it is not unlikely
the action of the commission will

Los Angeles, Cal.
o

J. Franks left last night on a
week's business trip to Louisiana.
C.

Mrs. J. C. Rule, of Springfield, Mo.,
who had been here for three months

for the benefit of her health,
last night for Tucson, A. T.

left

U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU.
(Local Report.)
(Observation taken at ( a. m.)
Roswell, N. M., Dec 4. Temperature.
Max., 63; min., 48; mean, 56.
Precipitation, .03; wind S.,
8 miles; weather cloudy. ,
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:

Rain and colder tonight;
clearing and colder.
M. WRIGHT.
Official in Charge.

For Exchange.
A nice well Improved farm of 126
acres, located 5 .miles southwest , of
iotion for the face hands. The vryb6st for eiClarksvllle, Texas." The farm" is all
An Tejcqulsite
' '
in cultivation, has
residence,
ther Chapped hands or face.
large barn and all other necessary
Also three
tenant
&
Go.
houses on farm. The retal value of
the farm is $500 per year.
The Drug and Book Sellers.
Opposite Postofflce.
We also have in the city of Clarks
vllle an
residence and a five- room residence, located on half block
of land each. This property is locatcome with two classes
ed in a good section of city and has
ROSVELL DAILY RECORD nalism"
those who have been
exposed In a fair rental value. We can exchange
DEMOCRATIC IN POLIT1C8.
their , meanness, and . those who, are this property for property in or near.
afraid of being exposed
In their Roswell. See us at once.
CARLTON & BELL.
THE RECORD PUBLISHING CO. raeannes;. Bryan' s( Commoner.
Manager.
Business"
C E. MASON,
Respectfully referred to the Santa
Editor Fe Almanac.
GEO. A. PUCKETT,

CARNATION CREAM

w. c. Reld.

Reid

Payton Drug, Book

Stationery

-

Sintered May 19, 1903. at Roewell,
The proposal to legislate the pow
New Mexico, . under tke Act of , Con- er of appointing district attorneys
gress of March S. 1879.
away from the governor comess from
those fellows caught in their own
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
trap. The New Mexican did
15 tae district attorneys elected by the
Daily, per Week,
Jtt peopie as long as otero was apOally, Per Month,
B0 pointing
Paid In Advance,
them, but as soon as the
SUM gang
Daily; 8lx Months,
was broken up, and Governor
SAO Hagerman
Dally. One Year,
started in to get rid of
(Daily, Except Sunday)
unworthy men, the organ of the
gangsters wants them elected, know
ing that such counties as Valencia
MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.
can control a district, and that the
old
bosses are still powerful in their
InserAll advertisements to Insure
own
counties. Albuquerque Adver
The
Issue
of
tion In the same day's
(Dem.)
tiser
Record should be In the printers'
hands before elevon o'clock .In the
Notice,
morning. Orders for taking out any
The
Banks
of
Roswell will observe
standing ad. should also be in the of
January, 1907, the
after
the
first
of
flee by eleven o'clock to prevent its
follbwing
hours
for opening and
being run that day.
closing:
OPEN, 10:00 a. m.
Cuba will please be good, but If
CLOSE, 3:00 p. m.
EXCEPT SATURDAYS.
she isn't, behold the big stick.
On Saturdays the Banks will close
The City Council meets tonight. at 12:00 o'clock for the purpose of
and the paving question probably giving their employes the customary
will be considered.
half holiday. (Signed)
The President does not wish to THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
see any country on earth build bigger
ROSWELL. By E. A. CAHOON,
war ships than ours.
Cashier.
THE CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK
No higher tribute could be paid
OF ROSWELL. By NATHAN JAF
FA, Cashier.
Governor Hageranan than to say
that the members of the old gang THE AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK
OF ROSWELL. By H. P. SAUNof grafters hate. dim.
DERS, Cashier.
President Roosevelt evidently conFor Sale.
siders the statehood question settled
Ten acres of land fronting on
for the present. He does not menNorth; Main street. We offer this at
tion it in his message.
a special bargain for a few days,
President Roosevelt, theoretically, See us.
CARLTON & BELL.
handles the race problem without
o
gloves. What a pity that mere
9
preaching will not settle It.
not-wa-

-

It looks as if Teddy's enthusiasm
had carried him away on the proposition to organize all the schools of
the country into rifle clubs.

Classified "Ads.
FOR SALE.
FOR

SALE.

Land

.

scrip. W. G.

The reformed spelling is used in
32t6
Skillman.
he President's message, and you FOR SALE.
One rotary and drop
will readily admit that it does not
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
present a revolutionary appearance.
29tf
or write the' Oasis Ranch.
fixpostofflce
FOR SALE.
A set of
Tae first thing taken up toy the tures, consisting
secpart
two
of
in
United States Senate Is the race
tions of Tale lock boxes, and two
problem, and probably the second
of calls. Will sell at low
sections
will be Roosevelt's revision of the
figures.
address
For particulars,
dictionary.
Record office, Roswell, N. M. tf
I have in storage a
And still we hear no one mention- FOR SALE.
(3)
sectional bowling
three
track
ed to All the vacancy In the city
outfit. All maple, with latest drop
council, except S. P. Denning. Just
ten-piballs. This
chute returns, 31
is one of the finest outfits in the
state, and will be sold cheap in order to move it. Address C. W. Cox,
35t2
Wellington, Kansas.

(he man for the place says the public Jenerally.

n

Mere speculation in land benefits
pobody bat the speculator. The farm
'fold to a" farmer is the kind of a
transaction that benefits the whole
community.
-

'

It strikes the Record that Teddy
s trying to steal some more of
Pilly's clothes. He has this time
wiped the Income tax and declared

ftimeelf in favor of cheap money.

Main street still holds up loaded
aragons, while empty vehicles are
The old
looRsed on - other streets.
council laid a mighty good foundation for paving when the street was
repaired with gravel.
--

-

Hervey

&

Room o, Texas Block.

This Nasty

Phone 531

Weather

G.jL Richardson

Emphasizes

LAWYER.
Texas Block Rooms

plumbing.

and

5

Telephone 172.

.

GOOD

W. P. Lewis Hardware Co

for the children at 25c per pair.
Sell us your stoves and heaters
when you install gas.

The Pioneers of Fair Prices.

R. E. 1UND
LAWYER

227

Phone

"The Simple Life"

Specialty nining Law
Navajo Block.

- - 324 N. Main.

Makms. Bargain Store

President Roosevelt made that principle famous all
over the country. We are going to make it famous

H. I. NOWLAN
ATTORN

While you have nothing to do and
are just loafing - around, stop in
at the EAST SIDE POOL HALL
and enjoy a pleasant game of pool
or billiards.
Remember our stock of Tobaccos and Cigars is complete.

East Side Pool Hall

and easily understood by all people in Roswell who
use gas for fuel and light.

EY-AT-L-

Special attention given to
Corporation, Insurance,
Irrigation and Bankruptcy law. Federal practice
a specialty : : : : : :
over First Nan Bonk, roswgii,

Co.
Roswell
Gas
North
Street.
Phone

108

New Mexico

Dr. A. Anderson

ITS COMING
WE MEAN

XMAS

See our stock while it is complete
and avoid the rush that always
eomes with the Holidays. AVe have
just what you want for that present yon have been thinging about.

PARK

&

Hair Dressing and Manicuring Parlors.
Electrlal Massage, Face and Scalp Treatments, Shampooing, Chiriody.
Hair
bleaching and dying, best ol dyes. Wigs
switches, puffs and pompadours made to
order. Call 206 W.4th St Phone 411

Roswell Drug and Jewelry Co.

Dr. T. E. Presley

I have to ask the public one more week indulgence
on account of the contractor not being able
to complete the extension of my building,
BUT JUST WATC1I THIS SPACE
"
'NEXT WEEK.

'

SPECIALIST.

-

MORRISON

Jewelers

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hoars: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

Hyacinth, Tulip and

Paper-whit-

W. W. OGLE

e

Narcissus Blubs at
ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.
Telephone 184. ,

OSTDr.EOPATMS
Parsons.
Charles

0 ROSWELL

U.

MOTTO:

:

.

"

-

NOTICE.
Somehow or other we have been
impressed with the Idea that the se- ROOM and BOARD, "127
verest denunciations vf "yellow Jour-- 'phone 60S.

BROKERAGE COMPANY
DEALERS

Dr. Alary Helen Parsons.
Graduates of Still College. Nervous
Diseases a Specialty,
a 8a two rings.
'Phone 538
Office in Navajo Block Room 15.

IN GRAIN

AND STOCKS

BROKERS

Chicago Grain Markets.

.

Local Stocks.

New York Stocks- -

We do a Reneral Brokerage business. We liny ami sell firain and Stocks, either
for cash or on marxin. We do not do a commission business. Do you speculate
In Grain or Stocks.' We Lave excellent wire service to all the lending? markets. Have you any stocks of any kind you wish to sell? We have the buyer. We
await your call to our office and insure you a square deal.

COMPANY
BROKERAGE
ROSWELL Over
First National Bank.

R. D. BELL

1

Auctioneer.

I

B

G

KEY

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Lumber

DENTIST.
after November 27th, 1906, R. H.
(the local real estate. Insurance

The very best grades. We will satisfy you
Come and inspect our stock.

over Western Grocery Oo.
Honrs 9 a. m. to 12 m. 1 to 4 p. m.
Office

at all times.

Mc-Cun- e,

and loan man.) will sell to any reliable person a home in Roswell for a
very low price, small payment down
balance easy payments.

Oieomiennn Bii

P. V. & N. E. TIME TABLE.
(Railroad Time.)
10:10 a. m.
Northbound, arrive
Northbound, depart, .... 10:25 a. m.
Southbound, arrive, ..... 4:50 p.m.
S. Pa. Southbound, depart, ..... 6 : 00 p. m.
M. D. BURNS, Agent.
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Dr. Thompson W. Grace

Oklahoma Block.
Office

Phone 237.

1

Rea. Phone 422
Of

An Abstract

title is a fragile instrument. Takes experience to "make
- them. I warrant your title.

Joseph

CARPENTER

General KepatrlBK of furniture, office and
bank fixtures and all kinds Carpenter
work and aaw filing.

CShopM.207CARTER
E 2nd Street

H

Kemp Lumber Co

McGLASHAN.

are hereby notified that on and

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Phone No. 35

Di Armstrong"
You
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better equipped than ever before to fix your watch. We
have just received a new equipment of watch fixtures and can repair it in such a manner that it will give satisfaction and keep
perfect time.

MISS MEERS

Kipling's
Candy Store-

-

We are

Get Ready!
We have a swell line of empty
fancy boxes and baskets. Leave
your order for Christmas boxes
early so as to avoid the rush. We
will be glad to attend to the shipment of boxes for you.

- -

Main

Bring Your Watch to Us

SPECIALIST

STOnACH
INTESTINES AND
DISEASES OF WOMEN.
OFFICE OKLAHOMA BLOCK.

,

,

PLUMBING

Get Our Prices.

Office with the American National Bank
Telephone No. 47.
Roswell. New Mexico

"TOTTED;

--

for

TTlORNtY AND C0UNSttER.AT.tAW

Room for rent, 301 E. Bland st.
35t6
Good as the BEST, BETTER than the
rest. Personal, Private Instruction Real Estate, Rent and Loan Agent
FIVE ROOM HOUSE FOR RENT.
all Commercial Branches. 302 N. Pa
in
34t4
Kellahdn & Calfee.
FOR RENT.
Furnished rooms. InPhone 409.
ii8& N. Main St
quire at 504 N. Pa.
34t3
FOR RENT.
Furnished rooms. Inquire 109 N. Kentucky ave. 35t3
The sign of the
RENT AND BOARD. One large,
I
- nicely furnished room, for man and
" wife or tiwo gentlemen, same to
109 N. Main. Call for the Key-Ma- n
All
kinds of keys and blanks. Any
board. Apply at 719 N. Main st.
kind of key made to order.

1,000
second
4After all there Isn't much differ WANTED.
hand
pnee between President ' Roosevelt's
sacks. Roswell Produce & Seed
3523
Co.
fdea of "government control of railroads" and Mr. Bryan's dream of WANTED. Girl for general housepublic ownership. One la impossible
work. Apply to P. O. Box 102, or
frit&out the other.
'phone 87.
36tf
Salcity.
Saleslady
WANTED.
for
The public would be greatly pleasary
$15 per week. Address "S" Reed if Senator, Bailey of Texas would
35tf
cord office.
et mad enough about the bad Jthings
oats
300
grain
WANTED.
sacks,
haveto
been
said about him
hat
sacks preferred. Bring to north
pp 'and prove that taere Is nothing
33tf
door of Roswell Hdw. Co.
n them. Kansas CHy Times.
young
WANTED:
Live,
reliable
There Is no use in spending mon--y
men for insurance work. Address
to advertise to people you can't Horace A. Lay, Box 491, Roswell.
$o business with. The circulation
the Daily Record is right here In
et
LOST.
' Roswell and in the towns down the
locatpeople
are
who
the
road. . It Is
LOST. Horse blanket. Return? to
ed right ' here In town whose trade
Dilley Furniture Co., and receive
s most valuable, and when won it
reward.
31tf
continue from day to day.

need

We refer to the work we
have done and will stako
our reputation on any of it

Robins' Commercial School

FOR RENT.

the

It also shows the

superior value of

7.

BATEMAN,

U.

Rubbers! Rubbers!!
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,
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LAWYERS
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out-buildin-

J.

F.

Hunt,
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dreadful crime of rape; and It should er who cad , restore 6rdefy. Aad then Investigation of . Disputes) Setweep so many reduced- tariffs have been
put into, effect. On August 27, for
;
:.. Capital and Labor.
be felt as In the highest ..degree an their relief at Jjelng free fotn the in'
two days. before the new
The . commission appointed by the instance,
...........
offense against the . whole country, tolerable. burdens of , class hatred,
16,
1902,
President,
went
October.
the
law
into enect, me uomnnsaiuu
at
that
demagogy
is such
and against the colored .race in parti violence, and
arrequest.,
coal
of over five thous,
notices
of both the anthracite
received
ular, for a colored man to fail to help they can not 'for some time be
separate
which represent-operators
tariffs.......
and miners, to inquire into, and
....
the officers of the law in hunting oused- to indignation against mis
so that consider, and pass upon the question ed reductions from previous rates.
down with: all .possible, earnestness deeds by men of wealth;
'
(Continued from Page One.)
It must not be supposed, however,
growth
of the in controversy In connection with
offennew,
they permit, a
and zeal every such infamous
power
regions
.
in
be
anthracite
should
the
the
strike
part
re
the
that with the passage of these laws
the abuse of
der. ..Moreover, In my judgment, the very abuses which were In
out
causes
Pennsylvania
me
I
such law as
and the
it will be possible to stop progress
against by bo
crime, of. rape ehould always be pun: sponsible for the original outbreak. of
controversy
in along the line of increasing the pow
advocated last year.
ished with death, as is the case with The one hope for success for pur of. which .the
exer of the National Government over
murder; assault with intent to com- people lies in a resolute and fearless their report, findings, and award
In this matter of Injunctions there
prest
State
the use of cajMtal in interstate comthe
belief
the
rand
"that
,
capital
advance
but sane and
Is lodged in the hands of the Judiciary
mit rape should r be made a
governments
iprovide
should,
merce.
For example, there will ulFederal
year
crime, at least in the discretion of along the path marked out last
a necessary power which is neverthemay
call
machinery
timately
be
what
.
be need of enlarging the
for.
the court; and provision should be by this very congress. There must be the
less subject to the possibility of grave
powers
of
investigation
compulsory
of the Interstate Commerce
made by which the . punishment may a stern refusal to be misled into fol- ed the
abuse. It is a power that should be
follow immediately upon the heels lowing either that base creature who controversies between employers and Commission along several different
exercised with extreme care and
This lines, so as to give it a larger and
of the offense; while the trial should appeals and panders to the lowest in employees when they arise."
should be subject to the jealous scru
of more efficient control over the raildeserving
Is
expression
belief
of
be so conducted that the victim need stincts . and Dassions , in order to
tiny of all men, and condemnation
the
of
roads.
consideration
...
favorable
the
a
.4.A..1J
hihaIi 4a flD
not be wantonly shamed, while giv arouse one set of Americans against
its
enactment
of
It can not too often be repeated
Congress
and the
ing testimony, and that the least pos their fellows, or that other creature,
judge who falls to use it boldly when
conclusively
sible publicity shall be given to the equally base but no baser, wno in a provisions into law.. A bill has al that experience has
necessary as to the judge who uses
shown the impossibility of securing
spirit of greed, or to accumulate or ready been introduced to this end.
details.
Of
it wantonly or oppressively.
Lands.
by the actions of nearly half a hunCoal
Withdrawal
of
r
The members of the white race on add to an already huge fortune, seek
course a judge strong enough to be
Nation
not
the
is
wise
dred different State legislatures anythat
It
with
the other hand should understand to exploit his
fit for his office will enjoin any resort
coal
remaining
thing but ineffective chaos in tpie
that every lynching represents by callous disregard to their welfare of should alienate its
to violence or Intimidation, especially
just so much ; a loosening of the soul and body. The man who de lands. I have temporarily withdrawn way of dealing with the great corpoby conspiracy, no matter what his
Lynching.
bands of civilization; that the spirit bauches others in order to obtain a from settlement all the lands which rations which do not operate excluopinion may be of the rights of the
Geological Survey has indicated sively within the limits of any
original quarrel. There must be no
In connection with the delays of the of lvnchine inevitably throws into high office stand on an evil equality the
or in all probability one State. In some method, whethcontaining,
as
hesitation Jn dealing with disorder. law, I call your attention and the at- prominence in the community , all of corruption with the man who de
But there must likewise be no such tention of the Nation to the preva the foul and evil creatures who dwell bauches others for financial profit; containing, coal. The question, how- er by a national license law or In
abuse of the injunctive power as is lence of crime among us, and above therein. No man can take part in and when hatred is sown the crop ever, can be properly settled only by other fashion, we must exercise, and
legislation, which In my judgment that at an early date, a far more com
implied in forbidding laboring men all to the epidemic of lynching and the torture of a human being with which springs up can only be evil.
to strive for their own betterment in mob violence that springs up, now in out havinc his own moral nature
the should provide for the withdrawal of plete control than at present, over
The plain people who think
Every lynch mechanics, farmers, merchants, work these lands from sale, or from en these great corporations) a control
peaceful and lawful ways; nor must one ipart of our country, now in anoth permanently lowered.
the Injunction be used merely to aid er. Bach section. North, South, East, ing means just so much moral deter ers with head or hand, the men to try, save in certain especial circum that will among other things prevent
some big corporation In carrying out or West, has its own faults; no sec ioration in all the children who have whom American traditions are dear, stances. The ownership would then the evils of excessive overcapitalizaschemes for Its own aggrandizement tion can with 'wisdom spend its time any knowledge of it, and therefore who love their country and try to act remain in the United States, which tion, and that will compel the disclos
It must be remembered that a preli- jeering at the faults of another sec just so much additional trouble for decently by their neighbors, owe it should not, however, attempt to work ure by each Trig corporation of its
them , but permit them to be worked stockholders and of its properties
minary injunction in a labor case, if tion; It should be busy trying to the next generation of Americans
to themselves to remember that the
roy- and business, whether owned directgranted without adequate proof (teven amend its own shortcomings. To
Let justice be both sure and swift; most damaging blow that can be giy by private individuals under a
keeply or thru subsidary or affiliated corwhen authority can be found to sup- deal with the crime of corruption It but let it be justice under the law, en popular government is to elect alty system, the Government
to
to
permit
as
it
porations. This will tend to put a
ing
such
control
port the conclusions of law on which Is necessary to have an awakened and not the wild and crooked savag an unworthy and sinister agitator on
stop to the securing of inordinate
charg
was
price
see
no
excessive
that
it is founded), may often settle the public conscience, and to supplement ery of mobs.
a platform of violence and hypocri
profits
of
by favored individuals at the
would,
course.
consumers.
It
Capital and Labor.
dispute between the parties; and the- this by whatever legislation will add
sy. Whenever such an issue is rais- ed
necessary
expense
to supervise the
as
whether of the general pubrefore if improperly granted may do speed and certainty in the execution
In dealing with both labor and cap ed in this country nothing can be be
carlic, the stockholders, or the
lrrepairable wrong. Yet there are of the law. When we deal with lynch ital, with the questions affecting gained by flinching from it, for in rates charged by the common
transport
product
as
to
Our effort should be not
the
the
riers
many judges who assume a matter-o- f ing even more is necessary. A great both corporations and trades unions, such case democracy is itself on trial
prevent consolidation as
by
so
to
charged
who
rates
mine
much
it;
those
course granting of a preliminary-injunctiomany white men are lynched, but there is one matter more important popular
under repub
j supervison
so
to supervise and conto
such,
must
extend
but
to be the ordinary and pro- the crime is peculiarly frequent In to remember than aught else, and lican forms is itself on trial. The tri- and the
per judicial disposition of such cases; respect to black men. The greatest that is the infinite harm done by pre- umph of the mob is just as evil a the conduct of the common carriers, trol it as to see that it results in no
so that they shall in no way favor harm to the people.
and there have undoubtedly been flag existing cause of lynching is the per achers of mere discontent.
These thing as the triumph of the plutocInheritance and Income Tax.
rant wrongs committed by judges In petration especially by black men, of are the men who seek to excite a vio racy, and to have escaped one dan- one competitor at the expense of anThe question of taxation is difficult
connection with labor disputes even the hideous crime of rape the most lent class hatred against all men of ger avails nothing whatever If we other. The withdrawal of these coal
s
in any country, but it is especially
within the last few years, altho I abominable In all the category of wealth. They seek to turn wise and succumb to the other. In the end lands would constitute a policy
to that which has been follow difficult in ours with its Fedeial systhink much less often than in former crimes, even worse ' than murder, proper movements for the better con the honest man, whether rich or poor
years. Such judges by their unwise Mobs frequently avenge the commis- trol of corporations and for doing a who earns his own living and tries ed in withdrawing the forest lands tem, of government. Some taxes'
action 'immensely strengthen
the sion of this crime Iby themselves tor way with the abuses connected with to deal justly by his fellows, has as from ordinary settlement. The coal should on every ground be levied in
hands of those who are striving en- turing to death the man committing wealth, into a campaign of hysterical much to fear from the insincere and like the forests, should be treated as a small district for use in that disr
tirely to do away with
of it; thus avenging in bestial fashion excitement and falsehood in which unworthy demagog, promising much the property of the public and its trict. Thus the taxation of real esinjunction; and therefore such- - care- a bestial deed, and reducing- - them the aim is to inflame to madness the and performing nothing, or else per disposal should be under conditions tate Is peculiarly one for the immedwhich would inure to the benefit of iate locality in which the real estate
process selves to a level with the criminal.
less use of the injunctive
The sin forming nothing but evil, who would
brutal passions of man-kinpublic as a whole.
the
is found.
Again, there is no more
tends to threaten Its very existence,
Lawlessness grows by what it feeds ister demagogs and foolish visionar- set on the mob to plunder the rich.
legitimate tax for any State than a
Corporations.
for if the American people ever be- upon; and when mobs begin to lynch ies who are always - eager to under as from the crafty corruptionist, who
The present Congress has taken tax on the franchise conferred by
come convinced that this process is lor rape they speedily extend the take such a campaign of destruction for his own ends, would permit the
habitually abused, whether in mat- sphere of their operations and lynch sometimes seek to associate them' common people to be exploited by long strides in the direction of secur that State upon street railroads and
ters affecting labor or in matters af for many other kinds of crimes, so selves with those working for a gen the very wealthy. If we ever let ing proper supervision and control similar corporations which operate
fecting corporations, it will be well that
s
of the lynchings are uine reform in governmental and so this Government fall into the hands Dy .tne National Government over wholly within the State boundaries,
nigh impossible to prevent its aboli not for rape at all; yhile a consld cial methods, and sometimes mas of men of either of these two class- corporations engaged in
interstate sometimes in one and sometimes in
major! several municipalities or other minor
enormous
business
the
and
tion.
erable proportion of the individuals querade as such reformers. In real es, we shall show ourselves false to
ty
any
corporations
are en- divisions of the State. But there are
size
of
of
ity they are the worst enemies of the America's past. Moreover, the deIt may be the highest duty of a lynched are innocent of all crime.
gaged
in
,
business.
The many kinds of taxes which can only
interstate
often
.moreover, wnere any crime com- cause they profess to advocate, just magog and the corruptionist
judge at any given moment to dis
passage
railway
of the
rate bill, and be levied by the General Government
regard, not merely the wishes' of In uiinea :y a ' memiDer or one race as the purveyors of sensational slan work hand in. hand. There are at
dividuals of great political or finan- against a member of another race is der in newspaper or magazine are this moment wealthy reactionaries only to a less degree the passage of so as to produce the best results,
cial power, but the overwhelming tide avenged in such fashion that It seems the worst enemies of all men who are of such obtuse morality that they re- the pure food bill, and the provision because, among other reasons, the at
of public sentiment; and the judge as If not the individual criminal, but engaged in an honest effort to bet gard the public servant who prose for increasing and rendering more tempt to impose them in one partlcu
race, is attacked, the re ter what is bad in our social and cutes them when they .. violate the effective national control over the lar State too often results merely in
who does thus disregard public senti- the
industry, mark an impor driving the corporation or individual
ment when It is wrong, who brushes sult Is to exasperate to the highest governmental conditions. To preach law, or who seeks to make them bear
aside the plea of any special Interest degree race feeling. There Is but one hatred of the rich man "as such, to their proper share of the public bur tant advance in the proper direction affected to some other locality or oth
when the pleading is not founded on safe rule in dealing with black men carry on a compaign of slander and dens, as being even more objection In the short session It will perhaps er State. The National Government
righteousness, performs the highest as with white men; it is the same invective against him, to seek to mis able than the violent agitator who be difficult to do much further along has long derived its chief revenue
service to the country. Such a judge rule that must be applied in dealing lead and inflame to madness honest hounds on the mob to plunder the this line; and it may be best to wait from a tariff on imports and from
is deserving of all honor; and all with rich men and poor men; that is men whose lives are hard and who rich. There is nothing to choose be until the laws have been in opera an Internal or excise tax. In addihonor can not be paid to this wise to treat each man, whatever his color have not the kind of mental training tween such a reactionary and such tion for a number of months before tion to these there is every reason
fearless judge if we. permit the his creed, or his social position, with which will permit them to appreciate an agitator; fundamentally they are endeavoring to increase their scope, why, when next our system of taxad
justice on his real worth the danger in the doctrines preached alike in their selfish disregard of because only operation will show tion is revised, the National Governgrowth of an absurd convention which
foilbid any criticism of the Judge of as a man. White people owe It quite all this is to commit a crime against the rights of others; and it is natur with exactness their merits and their ment should impose a graduated inanother type, who shows himself tlm as much to themselves as to the col- the body politic and to be'false to ev al that they should jofh in opposition shortcomings and thus give opportu- heritance tax, and, if possible, a grad
id in, the presence of arrogant dis ored race to treat well the colored ery worthy; principle and tradition of to any movement of which the aim nity to define what further remedial uated income tax.
my Irrigation and Forest Preservation
order, or who on insufficient grounds man who shows by his life that he American national life. Moreover, is fearlessly to do exact and even legislation Is needed. Yet in
Much is now being done for the
judgment
will
in
advis
end
be
it
the
grants an injunction, that does grave deserves such treatment; for it is while such preaching and such agi justice to all.
packing
States
in
the
with
connection
of the Rocky Mountains and
Injustice, or who in Us capacity as surely the highest wisdom to encour- tation,, may give a livelihood and a Railroad Employees' Hours and the able
inspection
to
provide
Great
house
Plains
thru the development
law
for
a construer. and therefore in part a age in the colored race all those in certain notoriety to some of those
Eight-Hou- r
Law.
-'
maker, of the. law, in flagrant fashion dividuals who are- honest, Indus who take part in it, and may result ' I call your attention to the need putting a date on the label and for of the national policy of Irrigation
thwarts the cause of decent govern- trlous,
success of passing the bill limiting the num charging the cost of inspection to the and forest preservation; no Govern-meand who there in the temporary, political
s
'
policy for the betterment of our
:
ment. The judge has a power over fore make good and safe neighbors of others, in the long run every such ber of hours of employment of rail packers. All these laws have already
justified
enactment.
The
inter
internal
conditions has been more
their
which no review can be exercised; and citizens. Reward or punish the movement will either fall or else will road employees.
Tne measure is a
commerce
law,
state
for instance, fruitful of good than this. - The for
ha himself sits in review upon the individual on his merits as an indiv- provoke; a vtolant refaction, wRlcfa very moderate one and I can con
acts of both the executive and legis idual. Evil will surely come in the will itself result not merely in undo ceive of no serious objection to it. has rather amusingly falsified the pre ests of the White Mountains and
lative branches of the Government; end to both races if we substitute ing the mischief wrought by the dem Indeed so far as it is in our power dictions, both of those , who as Southern Appalachian regions should
serted that it would ruin the rail also be preserved; and they can not
save, In. the. most extraordinary cases for this just rule the habit of treat agog and the agitator, but also In un
it should be our aim steadily to re roads and of those who asserted that be unless the people
of the States
he. is- asaenable only at tiie bar of ing all the members' of the race, good doing the good that the honest refer duce the number of hours of labor,
go
enough
He,
in
not
they
which
it
did
and
would
thru their reprefar
public opinion- and it is unwise to and bad. alike. There Is no ques- mer, the true upholder of . popular with as a goal the general introduc
nothing.
accomplish
During the last sentatives in the Congress secure
maintain that public opinion, in re-- f tion of "social equality or "negro rights, has painfully and laboriously tion of an eight-hou- r
day.
five months the railroads have shown vigorous action by the National Gov
erence to a, man with such power domination involved: only the Ques achieved. Corruption is never so rife
Labor of Women and Children.
increased earnings and some of ernment.
tion of relentlessly punishing bad as in communities .where the dema
shall neither be exprest nor led.
Congress
session
at
last
its
The
Marriage and Divorce.
unusual dividends; while durthem
There, is. one consideration which men, and of securing to . the good gog and the agitator- - bear full sway,
-court
a
truant
provided
wisely
for
same
ing
I
period
am
the
taking
mere
well aware of how difficult it
the
Ehould be taken Into account by the man .the right to his life, his liber- because in such communities an mo
marka
Columbia;
of
District
pass
un
is to
effect of the law. has produced an
a constitutional amend
good people who carry
sound pro- ty, and the pursuit of his happiness ral bands become loosened, and hys for the
of precedented, a hitherto unheard of, ment. Nevertheless in my judgment
position- to an excess In objecting to as his own qualities of heart, head, teria and sensationalism replace the ed step in advance on the path
any criticism of a judge's decision. and hand enable him to achieve it.
spirit of sound i judgment aad fair properly caring for the children. Let number of voluntary reductions In the whole question of marriage and
pro freights and fares by the railroads. divorce should be relegated to the
Every colored man ehould realize dealing as . between: man and man. me again urge that, the Congress
The Instinct of tihe American 'people
as a whole is sound in this matter that the wo ret enemy of hie race is In-- sheer, revolt.; against the squalid vide for a thoro investigation of the Since the founding of the - Commis authority of the National Congress. .
They will not subscribe to the doc- the negro criminal, and above all the anarchy thus produced men are sure conditions .of child labor and of (the sion there has never been a time of At present the wide- - differences in
trine . that any public servant is to negro criminal "who commits the in the. end to turn totrard any lead labor of women In the United Slates. equal length in 'which anything like the laws of the different States on

President
Message

pro-Tide-d

If the beat
be above alt criticism
citizens, those most, competent- - to express their judgment id such matters.
audiabove all those1 belonging to the
great and honorable1 profession of the
bar, so profoundly influential in American life, take the position that
there shall be no criticism of a judge
under, any circumstances, their view
will not be accepted by the American
people as a whole. In such event the
people will turn to, and tend to act
cept as justifiable, the intemperate
and improper criticism uttered by un
worthy agitators. Surely it is a misfortune to leave to such critics a function, right in itself, which they are
certain to abuse. Just and temperate
criticism, when necessary, is a safeguard against the acceptance by the
people as a whole of that intemperate antagonism toward, the judiciary
which must be combated by every
right thinking man, and which, if it
became widespread among the people
at large, would constitute a dire menace to the Republic.
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this subject result la scandals and value of the United States 2 per tent
abuses; and surely there is nothing bonds now pledged ' to secure circu
so Tltally essential to the welfare of lation, the issue of which was made
the nation, nothing around which under conditions peculiarly credita
the nation should so bend itself to ble to the Treasury. I do not press

or discriminate against or In any way liberate purpose of its members; bo time; "cruisers r col&ers torpedo-boa- t
"
humiliate such stranger who has that there was no power to act' on his destroyers or torpedo boats, will
come here lawfully and who Is con resignation,
and the Government have to be built also. All this, be it
'
Original.!
ducting himself properly. To remem came to- a halt. In accordance with remembered, would not increase our
a youth I was diffident, oversensiAs
ber this is incumbent on every, Amer-ca- the
Piatt amendment, which Navy, but would merely keep - it at tive. Imaginative, romantic My moth'throw ererrJ SAfoen-iaiaa kllVj UUUIC any especial plan.
VQUU. U, CO
Various plans
citizen,' and it is of course pe was embodied in the constitution of its present Btrength. Equally, of er was;: very much .troubled for fear I
life of the average citizen.
The have recently been proposed by ex culiarly incumbent on every Gov Cuba, I - thereupon proclaimed a pro course, the ships., will be absolutely would marry some girl with nothing to
change would be good from every pert committees of bankers. Among ernment official, whether of the na claimed a provisional government useless
ber but a pretty face. I
if the men "aboard them are recommend
used
to
she "wisaed me to1
think
sianapomt.
in particular it would the plans which are possibly feasible tion or of the several States.
for the island, the Secretary of War not so trained that they can get the marry Margaretthat
Deane,
who knew how
bo good because it would confer on and which certainly should receive
I recommend to the Congress that acting as provisional governor until best possible service out of the for to sew and cook and do a lot of practithe Congress the power at once to your consideration is that repeatedly an act be past specifically provide he could be replaced by Mr. Magoon, midable but delicate, and complicated cal things In which I took no Interest.
I rather admired Gwendoiin Germain.
deal radically and efficiently with brought to your attention by the pre- ing for the naturalization of Japan ihe late Minister to Panama-.n- d
gov mechanisms intrusted to their care. Gweudolin
was a tender flower, just
polygamy; and this should be done sent Secretary of the Treasury, the ese who come here intending to be- ernor of the Canal Zone on the Is- The marksmanship of our men has such a girl as
a man Likes to take unwhether-o- r
not marriage and divorce essential features of .which have been come American citizens. One of the thmus; troops were sent to support so improved during the last five der his protection. Her cheek was not
are dealt with. It is neither safe approved by many prominent bank great embarrassments attending the them and to relieve the Navy, the years that I deem it within bounds round and rosy, but there was a little
pale red in
center like a rosebud
nor proper to leave the question of ers and business men. According to performance of owr international ob expedition being handled wfth most to say that the Navy is more than painted on a its
china cup, with lips of the
polygamy to be dealt with by the this plan national banks should be ligations is the fact that the Statutes satisfactory
speed and efficiency. twice as efficient, ship for ship, as same hue.
The time came when I made up my
several states. . Power to deal with permitted to issue a specified propor of the United States are entirely in- The insurgents chiefs immediately half a decade ago. The Navy can
mind that unless I could win Gwendoit should be conferred on the Nation tion of their capital in notes of a giv adequate. They fail to give to the agreed that their troops should lay only attain proper
efficiency
if iin my life would be a failure. I was
en kind, the issue to be taxed at so National Government 'sufficiently am down their arms and disband; and officers and men are provided, and but twenty, and that's very young for
al Government.
imin to feel that his happiness is
high a rate as to drive the notes back pie power, thru United States courts the agreement was carried out. The if these officers and men are given abouud
American Shipping.
up for life in one person. HowLet me once again call the atten when not wanted in legitimate trade. and by the use of the Army and Navy provisional government has left the the chance (and required to take ad- ever. I proved my constancy by years
tion of the Congress to two subjects This plan would not permit the issue to protect aliens in the rights secur personnel of the old government and vantage of it) to stay continually at of devotion to the image I had set up
Fearing that I oould not
in my
concerning' which I have frequently of currency to give .banks additional ed to them under solemn treaties the old laws so far as might be, un- .sea and to exercise the fleets singly express heart.
myself with sufficient delicacy
before communicated with them. One profits, but to meet the emergency which are the law of the "land. I changed and will thus administer the and above all in squadron, the exer- to impress one so young, se modest, so
therefore earnestly recommend that island for a few months until tran- cise to be of every kind and to in- tender, I wrote my proposal in a letter.
is the question of developing Amer presented by times of stringency.
I was several days composing it, uud
Philippine Tariff.
ican shipping. I trust that a law
the criminal and civil statutes of the quillity can be restored, a new elec clude unceasing practise at the guns, when finished I left it for another day
I most earnestly hope that the bill United States be so amended and tion properly held, and a new govern conducted under conditions that will on my desk in order to read It once
embodying in substance the views,
more before posting it.
or a major part of the views, exprest to provide a lower tariff for or else added to as to enable the President, ment inauguated. Peace has come in test marksmanship in time of war.
I was suddenly called away, and
in the report on this subject laid be absolute free trade in Philippine acting for the United States Govern- the island; and the harvesting of the
In both the Army and the Navy when I returned the letter was gone.
ment, which is responsible in our sugar- - cane crop the great crop of the there is urgent need that everything I asked my mother what had become
fore the House at its last session will products will become a law.
of it, and she said that it had been
be past. I am well aware that in
international relations, to enforce the island, is about to proceed.
Porto Rican Affairs.
possible should be done to maintain posted with a batch of letters that had
When the election has been held the highest standard for the person- been seut to the mail while I was
American citizenship should be rights of aliens under treaties. Even
former years objectionable measures
have been proposed in reference to conferred on the citizens of Porto as the law now is something can be and the new government inaugurated nel, alike as regards the officers and away from home. With this I was
content and confident that Gwendoiin
the encouragement of American ship Rico. The harbor of San Juan in Por done by the Federal Government to- in peaceful and orderly fashion the the enlisted men. I do not believe had received it and waited anxiously
ping; but it srems to me that the to Rico should be dredged and im- ward this end, and in the matter now provisional government will come to that in any service there is a finer for a reply.
When I met my love again I was
proposed measure is as nearly unob- proved. The expenses of the feder before me affecting the Japanese, an end. I take this opportunity of body of enlisted men and of junior much
embarrassed. My imagination
jectionable as any can be. It will al court of Porto Rico should be met everything that it is in my power to expressing upon behalf of the Ameri- officers than we have in both the made her seem to me cold, even
and as she made no reference
of course benefit primarily our sea- from the Federal Treasury. The ad do will be done, and all of the forces, can people, with all possible solem- Army and the Navy, including the
to my letter it occurred to me that for
,
nity
our
military
most earnest hope that Marine Corps. All possible encour- some reason I imagined a dozen she
board States, such as Maine, Louis ministration of the affairs of Porto
and civil, of the United
iana, and Washington; but what ben- Rico, together with those of the Phil- States which I may lawfully employ the people of Cuba will realize the agement to the" enlisted men should was displeased with my proposal. I reefits part of our people in the end ben ippines, Hawaii, and our other insu will be employed. There should, aow imperative
need of preserving jus be given, in pay and otherwise, and mained with her but a few moments
vainly endeavoring to converse on trieflts all; just as Government aid to lar possessions, should all be direct- ever, be no particle of doubt as to tice and keeping order in the Island. everything practicable done to ren fles, then left her.
irrigation and forestry in the West ed under one executive department; the power of the National Govern- The United States wishes nothing der the service attractive to men of I did not call again, and within a year
family left the place where I lived,
is really of benefit, not only to the by preference tfae Department of ment completely to .perform and en- of Cuba except that it shall prosper the right type. They should be held her
and sh went with them. My heart
Rocky Mountain State's, but to all State or the Department of War.
force its own obligations to other morally and materially, and wishes to the strictest discharge of their went with her. I lived on a bachelor.
our country. If it prove impracticanations. The mob of a single city nothing of the Cubans save that they duty, and in them a spirit should be My mother frequently invited MarHawaii.
garet Deane ..to our bouse, and I could
ble to enact a law for the encourag-men- t
The needs of Hawaii are peculiar; may at any time perform acts of law- shall beable to preserve order among encouraged which demands not the see that she was intentionally
placing
of shipping generally, then at every aid should be given the islands less violence against some class of themselves and therefore to preserve mere performance of duty, but the her in my way. Margaret accepted
attention I gave her, which
least provision should be made for and our efforts should be unceasing foreigners which would plunge us their independence. If the elections performance of far more than duty," whatever
was not much, but when I was unthe better communication with South to develop them along the lines of a into war. That city by itself would become a farce, and if the insurrec if it conduces to the 'honor and the mindful of her she did not seem to
powerless to make defense tionary habit becomes confirmed in interest of the American nation; and notice it. As the year passed I made
America, notably for fast mail lines community of small freeholders, not be
a friend of her, but it did not occur to
against the foreign power thus as the Island, it is absolutely out of in return the amplest consideration me
to - the chief South American ports. of great planters with coolie-tille- d
to make love to her.
saulted, and if independent of this the question that the Island should should be theirs.
It is discreditable to us that our busi- estates.
When I was thirty my mother died.
death she made me a conThe
readiness and efficiency of Before., her
Government it would never venture continue independent; and the Unitness people, for lack of direct comAlaska.
.
fession.
Alaska's needs have been partial to perform or permit the perfor- ed States which has assumed the both the Army and Navy in dealing "My dearest boy," she said, "before
munication in the s.hape of lines of
ly
met, but there must be a complete mance of the acts complained of. sponsorship before the civilized world with the recent sudden crisis in Cu- I die I wish your forgiveness. Ten
suurn
steamers witn
America, snouia
ago I saw that you were about
reorganization
great
of the governmental The entire power and the whole duty for Cuba's career as a nation, would ba illustrate afresh their value to years
in that
sister continent be at
to choose a companion for life who
tx ui3auvauiag
cuiupareu tu me Bu- system, as I have before indicated to to protect the offending city or the again have to intervene and to see the Nation. This readiness and eff- would not make you happy. I kept the
you. I ask your especial attention offending community lies in the that the government was managed iciency would have been very much letter you wrote to Gwendoiin- siness people of Europe.
hoping to gain time to direct
s
to this.
Our
Currency Reform.
vrao hands of the United States Govern- in such orderly fashion as to secure less had it not been for the existence your attention to Margaret Deane. Ten
I especially call your attention to dwell on the shores of Puget Sound ment. It is unthinkable that we the safety of life and property. The of the General Staff in the Army and years have passed, and every year I
intended to send your letter to
the second subject, the condition of with characteristic energy are arrang should continue a policy under which path to be trodden .by those who ex- the General Board in the Navy; both have
Gwendoiin. I have never done so till
developproper
to
are
essential
the
ing
always
ercise
to
is
given locality may be allowed to
hold in Seattle the Alaska
our currency laws.
The national
today. By tomorrow morning she will
bank act has ably served a great Yukon Pacific Exposition. Its spec- commit a crime against a friendly hard and we should have every char- ment and use of our military forces know for the first tiuis of your proby that time I shall have
posal,
purpose in aiding the enormous busi- ial aims include the unbuilding of Al nation, and the United States Gov- ity and patience with the Cubans as afloat and ashore. The troops that left youbut
free to choose for yours.
ness development of the country; aska and the development of Ameri- ernment limited, not to preventing they tread this difficult path. I have were sent to Cuba were handled
And so my mother, to whom I was
so
devoted, bad caused me ten years of
mobil
flawlessly.
rewas
swiftest
It
the
utmost
sympathy
can
the
with,
and
commerce
on the Pacific Ocean. the commission of the crime, but, in
and within ten years there has been
misery. I forgave her and did not
troops
over
dispatch
of
ization
and
exposit&Sn,
earnestly
I
most
in its purposes and the last resort, to defending the peo gard for, them; but
an increase in circulation per capi- This
utter a word of complaint. Indeed the
eral
scope, should appeal not only to the ple who have committed it against adjure them solemnly to weigh their sea ever accomplished by our Gov- pain I suffered at her loss neutralized
ta from f21.41 to $33.08.
The expedition landed any feeling of regret for my long sufyears evidence has been accumu- people of the Pacific slope, but to tie the consequences of their own wrong responsibilities and to see that when ernment.
fering.
their new government is started it completely equipped and ready for
lating that additional legislation is people of the United States at large. doing.
The day after I laid her In the grnve
shall run smoothly, and with freedom immediate service, several of its or I took up a number of letters that had
Cuba.
needed. The recurrence of each crop Alaska since It was bought has yield
accumulated mostly of condolence
Last August an Insurrection broke from flafrant denial of right on the ganizations hardly remaining in Ha and
season emphasizes the defects of ed to the Government eleven mil
among them was one from Gwenthe present laws. There must soon lions of dollars of revenue, and has out in Cuba which it speedily grew one hand, and from insurrectionary vana over night before splitting up doiin. It brought the first of different
into detachments and going to their sensations from what I had experienced
be a revision of them, because to produced nearly three hundred mil- evident that the existing Cuban Gov disturbances on the other.
since the beginning of my mother's
several posts. It was a fine demon illness.
Panama Trip.
leave them as they are means to In- lions of dollars in gold, furs and fish. ernment was powerless to quell. This
But with It came the rememI have just returned from" a trip stration of the value and efficiency brance of what my mother must have
cur liability of business disaster. When properly developed It will be Government was repeatedly asked by
from her distaste for my
Since your body adjourned there has come in large degree a land of homes the then Cuban Government to inter to Panama and shall report to you at of the General Staff. Similarly, it endured
had been with her
Margaret
choice.
'been a fluctuation in the interest on The countries bordering the Pacific vene, and finally was notified by the length later on the whole subject of was owing in large part to the Gen constantly in her last days and had
eral Board that the Navy was able comforted her as if she had been her
call money from 2 per cent to 30 Ocean have a population more num- President of Cuba that he intended the Panama Canal.
at the outset to meet the Cuban cri own daughter.
per cent and the fluctuation was ev- erous tii an that of all the countries to resign; that his decision was irThe Army and Navy.
I felt an Inclination to complete the
sis with such instant efficiency; ship
I do not ask that we continue to after ship appearing on the shortest sacrifice my mother had brought about
en greater during the preceding six of Europe; their annual foreign com revocable; that none of the other
acceding to her wishes and giving
months. The Secretary of the TreaB merce amounts to over three billions constitutional officers would consent increase our Navy. I ask merely that notice at any threatened point, while by
Margaret
tbe option of being my wife.
per
particular
Corps
in
Marine
ury had to step in and by wise action of dollars, of which the share of the to carry on the Government, and it be maintained at its present the
was
I
But
buud in honor to Gwendo
indispensable service. The iin as well as
by love. In her letter she
put a stop to the most violent period United States is some' 700 millions that he was powerless to maintain strength; and this can be done only formed
Army and Navy War Colleges are asked me to come and see her if I felt
outand
of oscillation. Even worse than sued of dollars. If this trade were thoroly order. It was evident that chaos: if we replace the obsolete
of incalculable value to the two ser-- so inclined, since she would talk to me
with con- rather than write.
fluctuation is the advance in commer understood and pushed by our manu was impending, and tSiere was every worn ships by new and good ones, vices, add they
efficiency
navy.
and imA few days later I went to see her.
stantly increasing
cial rates and the uncertainty felt facturers and producers, the indus probability that if steps were not the equals of any afloat in any
She
still lived with her family, who
portance.
In the sufficiency of credit even at tries not only of the Pacific slope, Immediately taken by this Govern- To stop building ships for one year
wealthy more so than when; I
were
The Congress has most wisely pro
high rates. All commercial interests but of all our country, and particular- ment to try to restore order, the rep means that for that year the Navy vided for a National Board for the had parted from her in a stateLj man
It was evening when-- x called,
suffer during each crop period. Ex ly of our cotton growing States, resentatives of various European na goes back instead of forward. The promotion of rifle practice. Excellent sion.
was ushered into a" private .parI
and
Of tions in the island would apply to old battle .ship Texas, for instance, results have already come from this lor. In a few minutes' a bony, sallow.
cessive rates for call money" in New would be greatly benefited.
York attract money from the Inter- course, in order to get these benefits. their respective governments for arm would now be of little service in a law, but it does not go far enough. acrawny woman 'came Into the room.
dressed in, the height of fashion, be
fight with a powerful ad Our regular Army is so small that
order to protect stand-u- p
ior banks into the speculative field; we must treat fairly the countries ed Intervention--iwe should have to decked with jewels, her hands covered
war
great
any
in
moni
Gwenthe lives and property of their citi versary. The old double-turre- t
this depletes the fund 'that would with which we trade.
trust mainly to volunteers; and in with ringv. I barely recognized so
had
and would not hav done
usefulness
zens. Thanks to the preparedness tors have outworn their
International Morality.
such event these volunteers should doiinnot
otherwise be" available for commerin
her
rosebud
preserved
the
she.
money
to
a
already know how to shoot; for if
Not only must we treat all nations of our Navy, I was able immediately while it was a waste of
cial uses, and commercial borrowers
cheek by a tonch of paint.
edge,
and
fighting
monisingle-turrsoldier has the
"So ycur poor mother has gone." she
are forced to pay abnormal rates ; so fairly, but we must treat with justice to send enough ships to Cuba to pre build the modern
re- ability to take care of himself In the said. "Vhat a silly thing to keep yonr
be
should
ships
good
immigrants
All
these
tors.
will
vent
who
all
and
of
shape
becoming
the situation from
that eadh fall a tax. In the
open, his efficiency on the line of letter from me! Just as if I were
Increased Interest charges, is placed come here under the law. Whether hopeless; and I furthermore dispatch placed by others; and this can be battle is almost directly proportion counting on you. You were lovely as a
program of ate to excellence in marksmanship. boy. I admit; but, yea snow, papa has
d
on the whole commerce of the coun- they are Catholic or Protestant, Jew ed to Cuba the Secretary of War done by a
building
each year We should establish shooting galler always brought me up to understand
or Gentile; whether they come from and the Assistant Secretary
of providing for the
try.
that I Qnust marry money, and "
s
battle ship ies in all the large public and mill course
t)lat would not Include you. B
The mere statement of. these facts England or Germany, Russia, Japan, State, in order that they might grap- of at least one
tary schools, should maintain nation- we can",
any
to
speed
that
and
size
equal
in
we
ple
on
be friends, you know. Just
ground.
nothing.
with
Italy,
or
All
situation
system
matters
present
.
the
the
Is
sjhows that our
al target ranges in different parts now I'm without a cavalier that Is,
build
same
time
at
is
the
any
nation
agreement
be
seriously defective. There is need have a right to question is the man's, All efforts, to secure an
of the country, and should In every one
fancy and you must come
armament presumably to way encourage the formation of ri- often,thatu
;the
ing;
contending
tween
upright
by
factions,
honest
and
the
he
conduct.
is
Unfortunately,
aq
If
howev
shall be my attendant.
you
change.
of
pos fle clubs thruout all parts of the People v iin talk, you know but yon
as
large
a
number
as
of
which,
consist
come
neighbor
they
dealisgs
themselves
should
his
with
In
changes
bis
proposed
er, many of the
guns of one cal land. The little Republic of Switz mustn't r iind that."
that X
must be ruled from consideration be and with the State then he Is enti- to an amicable understanding and set sible of very heavy
TKte$vas a good deal more
guns to erland offers us an excellent exam- N(?td
escaped
I
time
due
not
In
Ihear.
cause they are complicated, are not tled to respect and good treatment. tie upon some modus Vivendi some Iber, together with smaller
ple in all matters connected with
had fco sooner got home than I set
easy of comprehension and tend to Especially do we need to remember provisional government of their own repel torpedo attack; while there building' up an efficient citizen sol- aau
myself
to work to win the heart of
en
armor,
turbine
heavy
diery.
Margaret- - Deane. I found that It ha
disturb existing rights and Interests. our duty to the stranger within our failed. Finally the President of should be
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
In short, every modern
been mini for years.
We must also rule out any plan gates. It is the sure mark of a low the Republic resigned. The quorum gines, and
3, 1906.
House,
Dec.
White
God bleb my mother and ber sin.
to
The
course,
time
Of
from
dedevice.
ailed,
by
Congress
morality,
to
assembled
abuse
a
civilization,
low
of
f
' which would materially impair
the
a. brent,
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and Illinois As a result of the work
of this car, Traffic Manager D. L.
Special Correspondence;
Meyers, of the P. V. & N. E. railroad,
Santa Fe, N. M.,1 Nov. 29. The contes- states that the road' is hauling just
t-which
was threatened Immediate fifty per cent more passenger oars
ly after the election has been brought now than it was one year ago.
by Thomas B. Catron and Esquipulo
Baca. Mr. Catron is contesting the SOME OF MONDAY'S
WASH I NGTON N EWS.
election of E. A. MIera, of Sandoval
(Received
too late for publication in
county, and Mr. Baca is contesting
yesterday's paper.)
the election of E. C. Abbott, of this
Washington, Dec. 3. Senator Fora
city.
ker
it is understood has decided to
Soon after the Las Vegas convention Mr. Catron sought to set aside offer in the senate early this week
the apportionment made by Governor a resolution of inquiry into the disHagerman so that the nomination missal from the army of a battalion
of Miera by the district convention of the 25th infantry, colored, as a
would be nullified, but the court re- result of
their shooting up Brownsfused to interfere with the apportionville, Texas, on the night 5f August
ment. Mr. Catron then sought to comclerk of this county 13 last. The Senator's resolution will
pel
to print his name on the official bal- request the President or the War
lots, 1ut he failed also in that. H Department to furnish the senate all
used stickers on the regular Republ- the facts in the case, especially the
ican" ticket but was beaten in the evidence on which the order of diselection, and now he seeks to break missal was based.
Later Senator Penrose Introduced
into the legislature by the contest
a
resolution calling on the President
route. Whether he will be successful
all information regarding the
for
remains to be seen. .
of the battalion of negro
He alleges that the apportionment
troops at Fort Reno on account of
made by Governor Hagerman was
legal and that, the Republican ballots the affair at Brownsville.
The question of reformed spelling
used in the last election were illeundoubtedly
will receive attention at
gal, in fact, he sets up everything
the
hands
of congress this week, and
which could be thought of In connecreport
a
will be made on whether the
tion with the election that might help
style
old
shall be retained or not.
In a contest. He appears to be detertoday sent the folThe
President
mined to become a member of the
lowing nominations to the Senate:
next legislature if such a thing is
Treasury, Geo. B.
possible, and he may be relied upon Secretary of the
Cortelyou;
Attorney General, Chas.
to leave no stone unturned to attain
Bonaparte;- Secretary of the Navy,
J.
the desired end.
Victor H. Metcalf; Secretary of the
A constitutional convention Is no
Interior, Jas. R. Garfield; Secretary
longer seriously talked, of here. The
of Commerce and Labor, Oscar S.
sentiment throughout the Territory Strauss; Associate Justice of the Suis so overwhelmingly against it that preme. Court, Wm. H. Moody.
of
it Is doubtful whether
The annual report of the Bureau of
delegates-elect
would
attend a Insular Affairs of the War Departthe
convention were It to be held. It is ment emphasizes two legislative matreasonably certain that the legisla- ters
before congress on which it says
ture would not appeciate any thing depends to
a large extent the future
toward holding such a convention and prosperity of the Philippine islands.
while there are a few of the delegates One is the bill reducing the tariff on
elect who owould cheerfully pay their Philippine products to 25 per cent of
own expenses for the glory of having
the Dingley tariff, and the other is
participated in a constitutional con- a measure providing
for the estabvention, the most of the delegates are lishment of an agricultural bank in
not willing to spend their time and
the islands.
money to frame a constitution which
The Secretary of the Treasury towould be utterly useless after having day
transmitted to congress his book
been framed. If congress desires to of estimates of appropriations requiradmit New Mexico it will, in all pro- ed for the government service for
bability, make provision for holding
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1908,
a constitutional convention at the a reduction of
about $12,500,000 from
proper time.
last year's figures.
Supreme Court Decisions.
Weather-forBridge a Good One.
The case of the Mississippi RailCapt. N. J. Fritz, of the board of
road Commission vs. the Illinois CenCounty Commissioners, returned this
tral R. R., involving the right of the
morning from Weatherford, Texas, state to compel through
trains to
where he went to inspect a bridge sjtop at small stations was decided tobuilt by one of the companies bidding day against the Commission.
on thie proposejd Pecosf bridge at
The supreme court today dismissDexter. He reports that the bridge ed for want of jurisdiction
the case
is the finest he ever saw. He saw of the New. York Foundling Hospital
seven heavy loads of cotton hauled against John C. Gitti. This decision
over the bridge at a time, and says revives the story of about forty or
that all seven of them were moving fifty children sent from New York to
on a trot, and the bridge did not
Arizona in 4904, at which time it revibrate in the least. It is a suspen- ceived much attention. The effect of
sion bridge that can be built for
the decision is to leave in effect the
much less than the old style bridge. decision of the Arizona supreme
Capt. Fritz will be. in Roswell two
court which was favorable to Gitti.
days, and the' contract for the Dexo
ter !bridge probably will be let while COLORADO FUEL & IRON CO.
he is here.
UNDER INVESTIGATION.
;
o
Pueblo, Colo., Dec. 3. U. S. ComLand For Sale.
missioner Clark, assisted by Attor160 acres five miles east of Ros- neys Thomas and Marchland
this
well on Hondo river. 80 acres under morning began the investigation of
fence, 40 acres in . cultivation, 8 ac- alleged land frauds and frauds betres in alfalfa r four-roohouse, only ween common carriers relating to
300 feet to artesian water. Low price the production of coal and oil and the
and easy terms. See or address R. transportation of same. This was the
W. Lewis, Box 431, Roswell. or call way the Commissioner explained his
on J. D. Render at" Roswell Laundry. visit to Pueblo. It Is understood that
36t6.
a large number of witnesses will be,
examined today in connection with
Exhibit Car Returns From North. the coal and land holdings of the
A. Foltz and Louis Lenox returnColorado Fuel and Iron Co.,- the Rio
ed last night with the exhibit car Grande, Colo, and Southern and the
that has been out advertising the Santa Fe railroads for the purpose
Pecos Valley for toe past three of securing data, which will be submonths. They report not only a pleas mitted to congress for definite action
ant and profitable trip, profitable in should the investigation . bring out
that - they have done an immense facts to warrant it.
amount of good for the Valley, for
J
the car was received, everywhere
Notice to U. D. C.
surprisegreatwith pleased
and the
The regular meeting of the United
est of enthusiasm was shown over Daughters of the Confederacy will
the wonderful products of this . gar-de- be held - Wednesday afternoon aft 3
spot in what is supposed to be o'clock "at the home of Mrs. J. J.
;
the arid Southwest.. They toured Williamson and all members are
Texas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory,
to he present.
Kansas,.-- Nebraska,
Iowa. Missouri
Mrs. B. F. HARLOW, Secy.
COL..THOS." B. CATRON
BRINGS A CONTEST.

3
CLARK CARRIAGE HEATER
N

.

from Canyon

City.

Fine white corn whiskey, double
stamped. Oriental Saloon.
22tf
Fine white corn whiskey, double
Btamped. Oriental Saloon.
22tf
Miss Josephine Lowe was up from
Hagerman today, shopping.
Fine white corn whiskey, double
Btamped. Oriental Saloon.
22tf
Figure with B. F. Smith when you
want buggy painting. Phone 176. 7tf
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Harris came
up from Lake Arthur this morning.
Red Top Rye, the greatest family
whisky, full quarts $1.50. OrientallOtf
Red top rye, the best family
whisky, full quarts $1.50. Oriental, tf
Lewis Feemster arrived from Arte-si- a
this morning to spend two days.
Red Top Rye, the greatest family
whisky, full quarts $1.50. OrientallOtf
Harry Thome returned to the
Johnson sheep camp near Elkins this
morning.
special agent for
W. H. Booth,
the railroad company, returned to
Amarillo today.
We guarantee not to shrink flannels. Try us. Phone 29. Roswell
34t26
Steam Laundry.
The school board failed to secure
a quorum last night, and adjourned
to Wednesday night.
Regular meeting of the O. E. S.
Tuesday evening at 7:30. Election of
35t2
officers. By order of W. M.
We have all kinds of bargains in
city property of all kinds. See us before you buy. Carlton & Bell.
Railroad's blocked. We are not.
Send as your laundry and get it. back
promptly. Phone 29. Roswell Steam
Laundry- -

34t26.

near Roswell

acres of land
with plenty of water for Irrigation,
15 or 20 Acres bearing orchard, small
bouse and some other improvements,
Valued at $60 per acre. Carlton &
320

Bell.

Everything stops except the Roswell Steam Laundry. We get your
clothes and return them the same
34t26
week. Phone 29.
Shakespeare
Club will meet
The
next Saturday afternoon' at 2:30
with Mrs. Humphreys. All members
are requested to be present.
W. St Prager left this morning for
Albuquerque to attend a meeting of
Sheep
Sanitary
Territorial
the
Board, of which he is a member.
A seven room house within two
blocks of postoffice, 50 foot front lot,
good outbuildings, artesian
water
right. Valued at $2,000. Carlton &
Bell.
Good

cottage, corner lot, 4
blocks west of business section,
$1,500? Small payment down, balance
easy payments. See R. H. McCune,
31t5
over American Nat'l Bank.
O.
Hamilton" has closed out his
J.
interests in the dentist practice of
Hamilton & Johnson and his partner
Dr. L. J. Johnson, was the purchaser,
who will continue to operate the office at the same stand.
Jack Fleming and five other bricklayers came up this morning from
Dayton, where they have been working on the new school building. They
came to finish up the brick work on
building.
the Lewis-Well- s
A personal selection of my Christmas stock from Dallas sample rooms
of New York, Chicago and St. Louis
houses, enables me to show a very
complete stock of books of all kinds.
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE. 34tf
Mrs. G. P. Johnson and two daugh-

ters, Misses

Lydia and Pearl, left

last night for Los Angeles, Cal., to
spend the winter. They were accom-

panied as far as Pecos by Miss Adele
Vincent, who has been here visiting
Miss Virginia Fort.

Price & Co. Make Settlement.
Price & Co. have settled with the
adjusters for the 27 fire companies
in which they were insured for the
loss and damage by fire and smoke
in their recent fire. The damage paid
on stock was $5,468, and on xtures
was $200. The store was closed 12
days waiting for the adjusters, And
the loss was settled and all business
therewith concluded in 15 minutes.
Price & Co. will now give their customers the benefit of this loss in a
big sale which is being liberally advertised in the Record.

BETTER THAN

Oold Coin
FOR THEY WILL INCREASE

IN VALUE.

Acres unimproved land, in shallow artesian fcflt, 8 miles southRoswell, no better land in the valley, and none at the price
$20.00 an acre forced sale price.
house., with
120 acres four and one-hamiles of Roswell,
bath, 35 acres In , alfalfa, 12 acres in assorted fruits, 30 acres diversified crops; best ditch water right in the valley; In shallow artebargain
sian 'belt. 6 per cent on deferred payments. A
at $100 per acre.
320

west of

lf

gilt-edge-

Many governments are adopting the idea of old age insurance
bat none of them have as good a plan as ours. Instead of a
tax we take your voluntary savings, double them every eight
years, and you are your own boss all of the while. No matter how
small your salary, you can save a little, and it will amount to a
competence in your old age, much better than any insurance
could be.

II

II

the-probat- e

dis-miss- al

A. H. Sanders was up from Dexter
today.
A. J. Nisbet returned this morning
from Carlsbad.
I
H. R. Morrow returned this morn"v
ing from Pecos.
Will Burch arrived this morning

Insurance

Age

--

Protect Yourself From Cold With a

The operation is simple. A piece of
prepared coal Is lighted and placed in
the heater, after which it gives out
an even steady heat, without smolre
or odor. Indespensabie to those who
drive in cold weather.
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Secretary

Mil I ice,

He's Hired to Answer Questions

0

Room

.

8Texas

Room 8, Texas Block

Telephone Number375

re-nest-

.

Blk

Pecos Valley Lumber Co
200 South Main

--

Phone 175.

stock of LUMBER,
The largest and most
PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.
up-to-da-

te

Wholesale & Retail.

Estimates

Furnished.

Notice.

Miss Josephine Elliott, the charm
ing and popular young lady who has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. W. S.
Kilgour, for the past seven months,
left Sunday morning, for her home
r
in Sterling, 111.

The Woman's Club will meet Wednesday, Dec. 5, at the Carnegie Library. Mrs. G. A. Richardson has
charge of the program. The subject
The leader
is the Capetian Kings.
will be assisted by Mrs. Barle, Miss

and Miss L. Hedgcoxe. The
educational department of the Wom- Roswell Ten! City and
an's Club will meet immediately af- (For the Treatment of Tuberculosis.)

Rodkey

sniorii

ter the regular meeting.

-.- UUailHRPI

Miss Ruth Coons left this morning
for Bovina to visit until after Christmas with her sister, Mrs. W. S.

f

left this morning for
Amarillo to work in the railroad
A. R. McClure

shops.
Mrs. J. A. Norman left this
on a trip to Amarillo and Bovina
(One of the Cottages.)
Mrs. D. Y. Tomlinson

this OPEN TO THE

left

morning for Hutchinson, Kan., to
visit her sister, after which she will
go to St. Louis to see her mother.
She will be gone about a month.
Joe McKee, who has been Sere for
three years for his health, left today
for Lincoln. If that, altitude is not
suited to his case, he will go on to
Arizona. He was accompanied to Lincoln by his brother, who had been
here several days visiting him.

10

MEDI-

CAL PROFESSION.

Nice, clean, sanitary cottages.
The utmost diligence in maintaining a sanitary and healthful condition.
An experienced physician and trainday and
ed nurses in attendance
"
night.
The best the country affords to eat.
Terms and particulars on application to the Secretary,
119

DR. C. M. YATER,
Roswell, N. M.
W. 2nd St.,

Per Cent Off
--

For Cash
. From now on and 'till after the holidays we are going to give TEN PER CENT OFF for cash on every
thing in our store. It will be the chanee of your life to
get your Christmas presents at a much greater reduction than you have ever gotten them in Roswell before. The following is a partial list of the many things
you will find at our store.

Diamonds, Watches, Solid Gold Jewelry,
And all Other Kinds of Jewelry,
Rich Cat Glass, Hand Painted China
Silverware, Clocks, Musical
instruments, Curios of all Kinds
And many other beautiful things too numerous to
mention. Everything marked in plain figures. Come

and let ushow you.

n,

A. O. MILLICE

11

Roswell's Jeweler.

Ell
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The Morrison firos'. Store.

Store Closes

alt 6:00

O'clock
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The Morrison Bros'. Store
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Starts Tomorrow Morning at 8 O'clock.
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Friday night, November 23rd, was a memorable as well as a cost

to
to
to
to

for us, through the carelessness of one of our employes an electric JJ
iron with power left on ignited and burned partly our work-rooin the to
ili
to
ili rear of our store-roomWhen opening our main doors Saturday to
ly one

m

s.

il
tii morning, we found the whole store densely in smoker although the fire
il
ii extinguished itself during the night and only destroying Goods and Fixmm

il

ft a

tures in the
but doing considerable damage by smoking up
ili
ili goods in our sales-roomili
il
The Insurance Companies have settled their part of loss with us,
il
ili now we must sell the stock regardless of its cost.
Many of our goods
l
ili are "smokey," all Light Colored Goods are slightly soiled, consequently
il
il our entire New Fall Stock, some of which has been in the house only a
U
work-roo-

m,

s.

3

Utility of Black and Blue in Men's Suits
Men have long ago found out what splendid, satisfactory,

colors these
two are, in materials for suits they always make a man look handsomely dressed quiet-l- y
but well that is, if the suit is properly taken care of they "go with" more different
colors of neckties and shirts than any others you can mention except, possibly gray
the coats can be worn with light trousers, for variety's sake and the suits never go out
of date all of which explains why we always carry such a large stock of these suits varied as to materials, styles and prices. Illustrations winter weights.
Double and Single Breasted Suits of Fine
tian Cloth, Dressy and Serviceable at $15.00.

i!

d

Black Thibets lined with

All-wo- ol

Single Breasted Suits of Unfinished Worsted
this season at $18.00.

all-roun-

Vene-

one of the moat stylish suits shown

few days, is considered by us imperfect, and we are going to dispose
ili of the whole as fast as possible at any sacrifice.
iii
In keeping with the character of merchandise that we carry and
ili
b the standard of our house, that nothing but first-clas- s
articles enter
JJJ

ili

ili our establishment you can easily understand why we are going to dis
ili
il pose of this entire stock regardless of its actual value or cost.
ili
We are going to reduce the price of each and everything
Hi
il house as much as

in
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to

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
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to
to
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to
to
to
to
to

to

to
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the

ili

il

a

Better qualities at $20.00 and $25.00.

ili
il

Great Reduced Prices in the Popular

il)

Ready-mad-

e

ili

Section.

ili
ili
ili

ili
il
il
ili

Best Millinery

High Art Millinery

News

Yet,

at Enormous

Our exq?ufoite-- pattern- Hats that have been the admiration of all the handsomest
and most elegant in. the city ARE INCLUDED, Surely this is a saving opportunity.
-

I

can make the biggest saving

You

il

0

Carpets. Ladies

$

ing Goods,

J

Ready-to-wea- r-

Garments-Milliner-

on your
y,

Dry

Goods,

Shoes and

Clothing,
Furnish- -

that has ever been presented to you.

readiness for your inspection to
quote or enumerate prices of each article, but a visit to our store will
ili
knocked
il convince you that this is the greatest opportunity that has ever
We

are too busy to get stock

in

$
il
ili
ill

il

Reductions.

The Right Place
For The Correct
styles at . the
Proper .Price.,

I

PER CENT.

a

Deep cut m Tailor Made Suitsv
Deep cut in Misses' Suits.
Deep cut in Fine Evening Dresses',
Deep cut in Fine Evening Coats.

The

50

to

il
1 ili

at your door.
We will have plenty

of extra

help to wait on all.

ili
During this salepositively no goods sent out or given on approval
ili
il exchanged or taken back.
Nothing will be charged, this is a strictly
ili
ili Cash Sale.
ili
ili
to
ili
Oi

Oi

1
313-31- 5

If Your Purchase

.

MAIIf STREET.

Does Not Please
In Every Way we
will Retarn Your
..Meney.. .
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